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Rationale
• Herculean challenge for NSOs and NSSs: To populate 

SDGs matrices in all dimensions (ECO-SOC-ENV) 
• Further (exogenous and unwanted) challenge: COVID-

19 jeopardizes regular data production
• Importance of disaggregation: particularly time(liness) 

and space dimensions NOT considered as they should!
• Therefore, Big Role of Big Data, or NOT??? Many 

questions open for ‘Homo Statisticus Erectus’
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Challenges, SDG Report 2020 - COVERAGE
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Challenges, SDG Report 2020 - TIMELINESS
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Challenges, SDG Report 2020 – COVID-19
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What Kind of BD for SDGs?
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UN BD Project Inventory
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BD Sources # Projects Project Topic # Projects

Web scraping 24 Prices 33

Scanner 21 Labor market 11

Mobile phone / CDR 17 Mobility 10

Satellite imagery 8 Tourism 10

Social media 6 Environment / Energy 9

Road sensor 5 Transportation 8

Smart meter 5 Geo-spatial 5

Health records 3 IS / ICT 4

Credit cards 3 Agriculture 3

Ship identification 2 Vital / Civil Registration 2



Innovation Projects, Global Pulse AR 2019
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SDG Theme Data Source Project Topic
All Online perception and 

effective communication
- Twitter data, Social media

- Perception surveys, social media

- Gauging the Effectiveness of Social Media 
Advocacy Campaigns
- Supporting Country Teams to Understand 
Online Perceptions of the SDGs 

2 Food security Agriculture census micro-data - Mapping Smallholder Farmers in Indonesia to 
Inform Policies

12,16, 17 Societal impact of AI Social media
(UN speeches)

- Understanding the Risks in AI-Generated Texts

1,2,3,8,11,16 Disaster risk-reduction - Mobile phone

- Mobility, Population, Economic,
Conflicts and Others

- Understanding Population Movement After the 
2018 Central Sulawesi Disasters
- Using AI to Model Displacement in Somalia

5,10 Women’s safety and rights - Social media
(radio data)
- Mobility data, interviews

- End of Violence Against Women and Girls in 
Uganda
- After Dark: Encouraging Safe Transit for Women 
Travelling at Night

3 Health and well-being Social media
(radio data)

- Use of radio broadcasts to augment early 
detection of health risks



Remote Sensing



Views from the above during night
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Remote Sensing During Nights

• Intensity of night lights linked to:
a) GDP per capita, Prices, PPP (+); ECON.
b) Poverty rates (-); SOCIAL
c) Population and migration flows (+); DEMOGR.
d) Emissions, pollution, land degradation etc. (+); ENVIRON. 
e) Others (+,-), i.e. Wars, Smuggling, 

Informal activities, Tourism, Urbanization
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Application to Poverty (# 1.1.1)

• Seminal paper by Elvidge et al. (2009)
• Use LandScan (source for Population annual data) and DMSP-OLS 

data of NASA (lights during night), both at 1 sq km resolution
• Derive a Poverty Index given by 

ே
• Obtain a calibration between PI and official poverty rates drawn 

from WDI, which is then applied to obtain maps of poverty
• More recent research include use of remote sensing and mobile 

data (i.e. Steele et al. (2017))
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Application to Poverty (# 1.1.1)
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Application to Poverty (# 1.1.1)
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Opportunities of BD for Compiling SDGs
• From the catalogue - BD help in collecting information 

on a number of focus areas, including mobility, 
transport, tourism, prices, corruption and crime, 
energy consumption, population density, land use, 
well-being, labor market

• These BD can be used in conjunction with, or as a 
replacement for, traditional data sources to improve 
and enhance existing statistics
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Opportunities of BD for Compiling SDGs
• Many Big Data are supranational or global in scope. This 

globalized aspect of offers exciting, although strategically 
sensitive, opportunities to re-thinking national production 
models 

• Switching from a national to a collaborative international 
production model is fascinating, but poses many challenges

• As statistical legislation and data protection are often weak 
in many developing countries, focusing on BD before 
addressing these fundamental issues might be dangerous
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Opportunities of BD for Compiling SDGs
• Big Data may offer solutions for data gaps in the developing 

world, where traditional approaches to data collection have 
so far failed 

• Big Data may in some cases be better than survey data 
because represent real transactions

• Search for information is, in itself, ‘information’
• Big Data may be able to provide more honest data, with 

greater veracity than traditional survey data
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Opportunities of BD for Compiling SDGs
• Among the advantages of Big Data: cost savings, timeliness, 

burden reduction, granularity, sometimes greater accuracy 
and international comparability, greater variety of and new 
time-series of indicators

• Big Data may offer solutions to data deficits in the 
developing world where traditional approaches have so far 
failed 

• Big Data may also offer opportunities to re-think the role of 
official statistics and reposition it in view of a wider and 
more complete data eco-system
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Challenges of BD for Compiling SDGs
• Many Big Data are proprietary, which implies legal 

impediments, costs for access and confidentiality issues
• Concentration of ownership in few hands: ownership in 

others than NSOs / NSSs / IOs, which implies a reputational 
risk

• Primacy of NSOs / NSSs / IOs is challenged, and official 
entities can be exposed to greater vulnerability

• Generally, costs and investment on staff (human capital 
formation) are important and face a technology that is 
rapidly changing
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Challenges of BD for Compiling SDGs
• Representativity, accuracy and meta-data issues
• Volatility and instability inherent in Big Data sources
• Part of these challenges are cited by UN-ESCWA 

countries to the questionnaire (in order of 
importance): 
– inadequate legal framework, and limited access to data
– human resources that are not skilled enough, and high 

costs of accessing the data 
– lack of technological tools, and statisticians' perception of 

Big Data
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Conclusions and Some Messages
• Perhaps we are only at beginning of the Big Data era: the data 

revolution is in part in the data evolution Big Data represent
• Big Data, if ‘tackled’ properly, might offer some tempting openings 

for NSOs / NSSs / IOs: improved timeliness, accuracy, granularity, 
and ability to fill in official data gaps for many SDGs indicators by 
2030

• This can be relevant, especially for statistically developing countries, 
and during time of exogenous adverse constraints (i.e. COVID-19, 
natural and human-induced disasters)

• Big Data offer a wide spectrum of alternatives, covering a number 
of key areas for official statistics in the economic, social and 
environmental domains
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Conclusions and Some Messages
• However, their use poses different challenges to be 

carefully considered: Ethical, Legal, Technical, and 
Reputational

• Quality considerations should be always at the top of the 
agenda, and ‘quality’ includes, perhaps at first place from a 
user’s perspective, the ‘availability’ dimension

• Essentially, the debate ‘Official Statistics vs. Big Data’ 
echoes what WA once said about another famous debate:

Official statistics is THE answer, but while you are waiting 
for THE answer, Big Data raises some pretty good 

questions
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Bonus Track – Some Applications of Big Data
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Remote Sensing - COVID-19















Applications of Night Lights

• With fractional panel-data models and night 
lights: to obtain yearly maps of poverty rates, …

• … at virtually 1 square km …
• … where OFFICIAL data are available ONLY for 

some few scattered years, and ONLY at national 
level
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Applications: Night Lights in LAC, 1993 (left) & 
2013 (right)
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Applications: Poverty Gap in LAC
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Again: Applications of Night Lights

• With panel-data models and night lights: to 
obtain maps of GDP, PPPs and PLIs, in 
continuous time …

• … at virtually 1 square km …
• … where OFFICIAL GDPs (CIS and EE) sub-

national data are rarely available, and PPPs 
and PLIs are unavailable at sub-national level 
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Applications: PLIs in CIS
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Applications: PLIs in CIS
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Finally: Applications of Night Lights

• With fractional multinomial logit models and 
night lights: to obtain monthly poverty maps 
of Chile …

• … at virtually 0.5 square km, whereas official 
data are available every 2-5 years and cover 
only part of municipalities
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Applications: Poverty rates in Santiago, Chile
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Web-scraping Application

• Objective: To obtain estimates of actual and imputed 
rents useful for NA and ICP purposes

• Experiment: Five cities in LA – Rio de Janeiro, São 
Paulo, Quito, Guayaquil and Lima

• Use of real time collection of data for 5 weeks over 13 
specifications of the ICP on main rental agencies

• Use of Node.js (CBS Netherlands), Api, Geo-
referencing, Google maps, Java …
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Web-scraping Application: Results



Análisis espacial (Lima)

Web-scraping Application: Results (Lima)



Google Trends Data 

• Used in general for forecasting/now-casting …
• … but CAREFULL …
• They are not created by statisticians or for statistical 

purposes
• Simply represent a self-selected (non probabilistic) sample, 

with generating mechanisms often unknown
• Therefore, there is no guarantee that the data are 

representative, unless they cover the full population of 
interest, as it is the case for satellite remote sensing data
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